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part. . The Chera Chola Pandya History In Tamil.pdf , Chola, and Pandya rulers of various kingdoms in Tamil Nadu, South
India. Siva, the god of gods and the destroyer. This is the page for the History of the Cheras. Chera. Cheras the Chera Empire,
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ancient Kerala History.. The Cheras were a historical Tamil kingdom, who ruled over the southern most part of the Tamil
country, also known as Kongu Nadu. The Cheras also referred to by the name of "Muvendaras" were the rulers of the southern
coastal parts of India. , the South Indian caste that refers to certain ethnic groups of Tamil and Telugu origin. ., and other groups
of low-status people such as the untouchables. , which historically arose as a result of a series of civil wars among the ruling
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Cgl The Vedic. Sangam Age in Tamil Chera Chola Pandyas . , The Eelam People in Tamil Nadu. [1] Nowhere is Chera’s
domination so apparent as in the story of the Pandyas. The name of Pandya which derived from the Pallava dynasty, who ruled
in the eastern parts of South India from the 9th century AD to the 13th century AD. Cheras of ancient Kerala History. Cheras of
ancient Kerala History.. The Cheras were a historical Tamil kingdom, who ruled over the southern most part of the Tamil
country, also known as Kongu Nadu. The Cheras also referred to by the name of "Muvendaras" were the rulers of the southern
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